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About This Content

Toposim Scandinavia for FSX: Steam Edition provides LOD 11 / 19m Multi-LOD terrain mesh for the Scandinavia region,
improving the accuracy of the default terrain mesh and offering a marked improvement to the landscape profile.

This terrain pack makes VFR flying in this beautiful region more realistic. Mountains, valleys and lakes are where they should
be, resulting in a more immersive simulation experience. Developed by Toposim, this add-on is a must have for any GA simmer

who visits this region regularly.
This pack includes terrain mesh for the following countries:

Iceland

Republic of Finland

Kingdom of Sweden

Kingdom of Denmark (including Faroe Islands)

Kingdom of Norway (including JanMayen Island and Svalbard)

Please note this pack corrects the default terrain mesh (landclass data) and does not include any textures.
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Still better and more original than PUBG. Beautiful game where you really have to use your mind!. Far too complex learning
engine. IF you really like Microsoft Flight Simulator AND snowboarding games, you may be less likely to be disappointed.
Otherwise, you're all but promised to hate this game.. Nice little space game, Worth every penny!. Okay so, first of all, i have to
mention that despite the name of this game, don't be fooled by yourself - this game is a pure economic simulator, with a
pornstudio flavor. Like 95% economic simulator and 5% porn.

Then - this game looks like halfway through the early access state, so a lot of things to do.

Now about the game:
+Visuals - quite good drawn girls, with nice curves but all of them lack one important feature - you can't see any nipples
anywhere except game logo (so the point of marking this game 18+ is a mystery). Nice drawn backgrounds and funny
filmmaking process animation. Visual side is okay
+- Not the best HUD that needs to be polished more, it works functionally but looks cheap.
+Gameplay: So 1st of all I have to say - even the tutorials don't help much to get into the game quick, but once you figure things
out it's easier. fix* - the easy difficulty is now okay
+Steam achievements
According to the devs, there are upcoming steam cards - so you can expect some smexy backs in the future.

Now about the problems of the game -
-So far I faced some mistypes and I can't find the exit to menu button - these are easy to fix common bugs for early access
game. Oh, and steam hud doesn't work right now. In all the other aspects this game is nice as an economic simulator.

AGAIN IMPORTANT INFO - NO PORN INSIDE - STUDIO TYCOON TAKES ALL THE SPACE!
Maybe something will be changed at the release of the game, right now it is a good porn-studio-director-simulator.. Highly
disappointing, does not have anything to do about breeding with aliens.. I have won every game of this I've played. the matches
are short and fun.. >Born
>Mother ditches me in town center
>Cry for help
>Great Uncle comes to my rescue with berries
>Uncle picks me up, smiling down upon me
>Me, "dad?"
>He carries me through town, i take in the sights and people
>Reach the outskirts of town
>He sets me down with that same comforting smile, and feeds me another berry
>Uncle reaches in backpack
>Me, "mmmm more berries"
>Uncles smile fades as he pulls out a knife
>We both know what must be done
>Uncle, "shhhhhhhhh....sleep now"
>Die a slow death while Uncle mourns the loss of family and potential

11\/10 would be begrudgingly euthanized by my Great Uncle for the well being of the town again
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This is the exact opposite of what the description entails. If anything, there are even less features in this game than there were in
it's first title. Low numbers of players even at launch meant I spent 30 minutes of my play time simply finding a lobby to join in
that I wasn't spontaneously kicked out of, so before I reach the 2 hour mark, I just want to get the refund now. A complete waste
of time.

There is even only ONE audio option in game, which is master volume, so you have to deal with the most obnixious
commentator the whole time you're playing, followed by the loudest guns I have heard. This is literally a H1Z1 alpha, it's
embarassing, you can't even drive vehicles.

I only played one game, so take that as you will, but when there's titles like PUBG and Fortnite already out there, there's
absolutely 0 point in buying this monstrosity. This is an obvious cash grab from the publishers milking out an already
dehydrated cow.

Oh also, they have lootcrates.. It's pretty fun though I have eaten myself a time or two cause I get hungry. :). I first played
warsim about 1-2 years ago, back before it was on steam. About a week ago I finally decided to buy it. It has shown great
improvement and I really enjoy playing it. The random generation makes the game interesting, along with the exploring, and
many other things such as the arena, throne room, upgrades, and many more. If your interested at all I highly recommend getting
as im sure you will enjoy it, and the great developer deserves the support. I really only have one complaint, which is that the
wars are not too interesting, and I believe the dev said he would improve it at some point. Other than that it is a wonderful
game.. Challenging, but fair twin-stick shooter - absolutely worth a look, even if you're not a regular shmup player.. Its
charming, yes. But is really simple, the fights were pretty much A-A-A-A-A. Didn't need to use magic, and the two hard bosses
i get the feeling that they simply demanded more grinding than strategy. The story isn't that good or original, and the whole
lovecraftian atmosphere wasn't even there. Its short, and my interest in it was shorter.

I can't say I had fun playing this game, hence I don't recommend it.. I can't tell if this is a great game or just crap.

Seriously I just can't tell.

6/10, 7/10 if you can get it in a bundle.. You know bough this game when it was 39 dollars...smart move. This game makes you
explore a building in which you have to unlock rooms by finding access cards and solving puzzles.
Unfortunately this requires you to constantly go back and forth in the entire building, because you need information found on
pcs that are in specific rooms. Why not all pcs in this game have access to the same information is beyond me. Imo this only
serves to lengthen the playtime, by having the player run around the building in search for the correct pc.
There is no in-game map, so you better memorize the map you find somewhere in a room and can't pickup.

The controls for navigating this game are awkward. You only have mouse input, there are no keyboard shortcuts.

Also, the game also only runs in 1280x720, there are no resolution options, other then fullscreen or not. That's just poor.

Refund requested, as this game is not fun to play.
. A very short VN with simple interface, and nice art style, the BGs were also very good tbh, after playing this first part, I’m
really curious for the second part.
Its short, free and interesting, a nice way to break the pace of more demanding games.

. A sports game that makes me feel like I don't need to go outside. Doesn't make you self-conscious about not going outside, and
it is a great time waster. 10/10 IGN 2011
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